
Essay Sample: This paper illustrates in detail how learning can be achieved through play. Depth research has been carried out on the correlation between play and its. Get a verified expert to help you with Perspectives on play: learning for life. Hire verified expert. $35.80 for a 2-page paper. Socially the child grows which can be seen through cooperation, sharing, turn-taking, and conflict resolution and leadership skills development. The language of the kid also develops that is in terms of communication skills, vocabulary and narration (Brock 2009 p.6-7). In this issue to bring out the details pretty clear, sharp in-depth look at two chapters has been done, the first chapter being: Authoring books, plays and identities in writing workshops. Key practic Perspectives on Play is an invaluable resource for any student studying within childhood studies, playwork programmes or training to teach at early years or primary level. It is also ideal for early years, primary and play practitioners. Table of Contents. Foreword by David Whitebread. Section 3: Supporting Children’s Play. Chapter 7. Building ‘Social Hardiness’ for Life: Rough and Tumble Play in the Early Years of Primary School. Pam Jarvis. Chapter 8. Play for Children with Special Educational Needs. Verna Kilburn, Kären Mills. Chapter 9. Playwork. Start studying Learning Perspective. Learn vocabulary, terms and more with flashcards, games and other study tools. Learning Perspective. STUDY. Flashcards. Learn. Write. Spell. Test. Play. Match. Gravity. Modeling means imitating what others do. These models can be real life people or someone on TV. Operant Conditioning, learning due to the consequences of a behaviour, through reinforcement and punishment.